Instructions: Complete the flowchart below by writing the following events in the order in which they happened. (Remember, the event in the first box should lead to the next box, and so on.) The first one has been done for you.

Events:

- **Specialization of Labor**: People start to do many different jobs.
- **Permanent Settlement**: People no longer move from place to place.
- **Surplus Grain Storage**: People begin to store extra food to eat during winter months or during years of drought.
- **Population Growth**: People have more children and live longer.

---

- **Use of Ecosystem Goods**: The Huang He River provides water for growing crops and watering animals.
- **Trade**: People begin to use the river for trade and transportation.
- **Establishment of Dynasties**: A single family rules a large area by the river.
- **Evolution of Social Classes**: Some people start to control grain and water. These people become very powerful.